Vg30dett transmission

The VG engine family consists of V6 engines designed and produced by Nissan for several
vehicles in the Nissan lineup. VG engines displace between 2. Later versions featured a slightly
different block, a DOHC arrangement with 4 valves per cylinder, and N-VCT , Nissan's own
version of variable valve timing , for a smoother idle and more torque at low to medium engine
speeds. The objective during development was to replace the Nissan L engine , an engine that
was influenced by the Prince G engine , with an all-new V6 engine. The VG engine was fully
designed by Nissan from scratch, and shared little mechanical components with its
predecessor, or with another automaker's engine. Nissan engineers wanted the VG engine to
have improved performance, fuel economy, reliability, and refinement, as well as being lighter
and more compact than its predecessor. Extensive computer design techniques were used
during development, which made the VG series one of the most advanced and high-tech
engines of its day. ECCS used a microprocessor and an oxygen sensor to control fuel delivery,
spark timing, exhaust gas recirculation rate, and engine idle speed, depending on the current
operating conditions of the engine. This system reduced carbon emissions, improved fuel
economy, and improved engine performance during cold-start and warm-up conditions. The
advantages of the VG engine over its predecessor was that its V6 configuration would allow
greater torsional rigidity for higher performance potential, and its shorter length would give
Nissan designers and engineers more freedom for vehicle design, allowing them to design
vehicles that had frontal crush zone space, and allowed transverse mounting. All VG engines
use a timing belt to synchronize the camshafts with the crankshaft, in comparison to the L
engine, which uses a timing chain. Most VG engines use an interference design; in the event of
a timing belt failure, The pistons will likely bend the valves, and can cause major engine
damage. The turbo included with the VG20ET had two different settings. At low speeds, the
turbo's wastegate would stay closed improving the response at low rpm. At high speeds, the
flap would stay open, decreasing resistance and increasing exhaust flow. It is an overhead cam,
twelve-valve engine. This engine was mainly offered in export markets with more lenient
environmental regulations, such as the Middle East and Africa. It features a throttle body fuel
injection system. It has a long crank snout, a cylinder head temperature sensor positioned
behind the timing belt cover, and a knock sensor in the cylinder valley on California models
only. In April the "W" series VG30 was released, adding 5 horsepower but leaving torque
unchanged. All models featured a T3 turbocharger at 6. In the compression ratio was changed
to 8. It was also installed with N-VCT , an early form of variable valve timing. Late VG30DE's
used slightly smaller oval intake ports, and oval exhaust ports. The bolt spacing was shared
with the round-port variant from earlier years. While this engine is similar to the VG30DE, it used
different heads and inlet manifold. The engine was available in the Cedric, Gloria, Cima and
Leopard chassis. Bore and stroke is It has a cast iron engine block and aluminum SOHC
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in the popular Nissan Fairlady Z until the year We can learn a lot about this engine just from its
name. Nissan named each engine using a descriptive code of letters and numbers. The VG
engine series was produced from to This particular engine began production in the United
States in and was used until Eventually the VG series was replaced by the updated Nissan VQ
engine in and is still in production today. As we mentioned, the VG stands for the engine series
but the other letters and numbers are meaningful, too. The Nissan Z-cars were so popular, in
fact, that they became one of the best selling sports cars on the market with over one million
sales in Nissan even ran a commercial for the car during the Super Bowl which showed the ZX
beating a motorcycle, LeMans race car and an airplane in a drag race. Sadly, the ad never aired
again. Although this engine was based on the VG30DE non-turbocharged version, it was highly
modified to handle the additional performance gains. The displacement was 3. Compare those
specs to the popular muscle car of the Ford Mustang. The Mustang had a 5. You can clearly see

just how important those twin turbos were to the success of the ZX. This engine had many great
features to like about it. However it was the last engine produced by Nissan that featured four
valves per cylinder, belt drive, dual overhead cams and a turbocharger. This made the engine
sturdy enough to handle the extra horsepower created by the twin turbos. Many people on ZX
forums like to claim that this engine is bullet-proof â€” meaning it will last a long time if you
take care of it. Variable valve timing is used to improve performance and increase fuel
efficiency. Since the engine is a V6 with dual overhead cams it actually has 4 camshafts also
called a quad-cam. There is a total of valves with 4 valves per cylinder. The VG30DETT is still a
popular engine today because it was built to last and produced horsepower with very few
problems. As we mentioned, the Nissan ZX had more horsepower than the 5. This is probably
why it became the best selling sports car on the market during those years. Unfortunately, the
engine was only available in the United States until That means there is only a limited supply of
engines available still on the road for collectors and performance junkies to restore. If you
happen to find one, let us know how your project goes. We always like to hear about our
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been in use for 20,, miles depending on the year of manufacture and are not brand new. We only
buy premium quality. Rest assured you are buying premium quality parts from a reputable
company. Buying an engine or a transmission online can be nerve-racking if it is your first time.
We understand how important your vehicle is whether it is a daily driver, a ra
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lly car or even your 'winter beater'. We import high quality JDM products. Our clients know us
for high quality EJ STi engines, WRX Impreza EJ turbo motors, complete 5-speed transmission
packages and STi 6-speed transmission packages among an assortment of many other
products and brands. With our vast experience when it comes to your project we can help you
find a solution that matches your needs. If there is something we don't know; we'll do our best
and find out. Please browse through our website trough any category or section that might lead
you to a product of your choice. If you have any questions about inventory please give us a call
on our toll-free number or send us email. Since we can't capture our complete inventory online;
we welcome all inquiries and are happy to assist you as best we can! We encourage all visitors
to read client testimonials and reviews prior to purchase. To help you get started; take a look at
our "Client Projects" page by clicking the link in the footer.

